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by the four Powers in London on April 26,1915, N.S., Italy was promised territorial annexations which included the southern Tyrol to the Brenner Pass, Goritza, Istria, and northern Dalmatia, as well as an unspecified share of Asiatic Turkey and the German colonies in Africa, if the latter were partitioned among the allies. A truncated Albania was to become what Sazonov termed an Italian protectorate. The Russian foreign minister was critical of the London treaty and of the manner in which it wras negotiated. He believed that the importance of Italian belligerency was grossly overestimated by Grey and Delcasse and that the legitimate interests of the Balkan Slavs had been sacrificed to Italian ambitions. In a sharply worded letter to Benckendorff (April 21,1915, N.S.) Sazonov characterised the proposed treaty as "a capitulation by the three Powers before the Italian demands/' The pact, in his opinion, was "unfortunate from all points of view" and he had agreed to sign it only "under strong pressure from the allies/7 Grey, according to Sazonov, had made no real effort to scale down the Italian claims, however unreasonable, and the text of the treaty was drafted by the British foreign secretary and Paul Cambon, the French ambassador to London, without any participation by Russia; Sazonov's objections received only the most perfunctory attention. The experience of the London treaty, Sazonov argued, was of ill augury for the future of allied cooperation.
A tangled, indeed, a perplexing diplomatic situation confronted the entente Powers in Bulgaria, Rumania, and Greece. Both Sazonov and Grey believed that the surest method of reconciling the passionate nationalism of the small Balkan states, and of aligning them against Austria and Germany, would be the restoration of the 1912 Balkan League. Whatever may be the theoretical merits of this proposal, it met with insurmountable practical difficulties. While the principal territorial aspirations of Serbia (Bosnia, Herzegovina, the Dalmatian coast), Rumania (Transylvania, the Banat, Bukovina), and Greece (whose program of expansion was less clearly defined) could be realized only at the expense of Austria-Hungary and Turkey, Bulgaria was primarily concerned with the recovery of the territories she had lost to the Balkan allies by the Treaty of Bucharest (1913) which terminated the second Balkan war. Because of her location in the center of the peninsula and the size of her army Bulgaria was deemed to hold a key position in the Balkans. King Ferdinand of Bulgaria, a Coburg, and the priae minister, V. Radoslavov, graduate of Austrian and Ger-

